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'Web.Studies sets the agenda for a new period of media research, one  that gets to grips with the significance of new communications  technologies and the global spaces in which they are so rapidly  developing. I believe that this book will help considerably to take  media studies in new directions.'  - Professor Kevin Robins, Goldsmiths College, University of London, UK
'Like the Web itself, Web.Studies is by turns stimulating, informative,  and provocative. It provides a useful and diverse collection of resources  that will help us to understand the Web as a social and cultural medium,  not just as a form of "information technology".'  - Professor David Buckingham, Institute of Education, University of London, UK  

"In Web.Studies, Gauntlett and the chapter authors have successfully  provided a resource of scholarly discussions about Web cultures that  take into consideration the broad range of social, economic, and  political interactions that take place on the Web. Each of the three  major sections of Web.Studies offers a unique and inclusive approach  to the study of cyberculture. ... Taken as a whole, Web.Studies could  serve as a rich survey piece for an undergraduate cyberculture course  because it tackles many Web issues in short, understandable, and  succinct chapters. On another level, some of the chapters offer  theoretical and philosophical perspectives and citations more appropriate  for advanced cyberculture studies which could be used to spur critical  investigations into the unique avenues within Web cultures." -- Ryan Burns, Department of Communication, University of Oklahoma.   

"In his book Web Studies: Rewiring Media Studies for the Digital Age,  editor David Gauntlett sets out an interesting review of media studies  and the Web, from both a sociological and cultural studies perspective.  ... Web studies is excellent for both humanities students who are  interested in aspects of the Web but are unsure where to start and for  those who wish to discover what the Web has to offer. This book requires  no specialist knowledge or prior-reading in the subject area to be able  to understand what is being said. Web studies is, overall, a most  enjoyable read." -- Cesar Basanta, Lecturer in Social Sciences and Research  Methodology, Bath Spa University College.  

"Web.Studies: Rewiring Media Studies for the Digital Age offers a fresh  approach to a topic that has already seen a good deal of critical  commentary. While a number of recent books focus on the way in which  the best of textuality has informed the Web, David Gauntlett, the book's  editor, has succeeded in illustrating the potential of following the  opposite path. This collection of short, focused essays provides a ' web-like' variety of content, complete with links, in the form of  URL boxes at the end of each chapter, and an impressive level of  hypertextual referentiality between the entries. In short, this book  is a 'killer site'.  Overall, this book does a number of things very well and it does them  at a time when there is a dearth of quality writing in this area.  Web.Studies brings the best of the Web's tendency toward the succinct  and informative and binds it in an affordable and useable format.  It would make an excellent textbook for undergraduate media studies  and could serve as an entry point for the digitally dubious members  of the real world." -- Patrick Finn, University of Victoria     

       About the Author


   David Gauntlett, Lecturer in Social Communication, University of Leeds.       
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Adobe® Photoshop® CS2 Official JavaScript ReferenceAddison Wesley, 2005
Do you spend too much time doing repetitive production tasks  such as placing and replacing images, resizing them, dragging them from one  document to another, and preparing images for printing instead of being  creative? Do you use Adobe Photoshop CS2 and have some experience with  scripting? You're in luck. Since Adobe Creative...
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Angular Momentum: An Illustrated Guide to Rotational Symmetries for Physical SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1994
If a physical system has only internal interactions and if space is isotropic, then intrinsic properties of the system must be independent of its orientation and must be indistinguishable in all directions. From this fundamental rotational symmetry concept the theory of angular momentum has been developed into a sophisticated analytical and...
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Excel as Your DatabaseApress, 2007
Excel As Your Database guides those of you who need to manage facts and figures&emdash;yet have little experience, budget, or need for a full-scale relational database management system. You'll learn how to use Excel to enter, store, and analyze your data.
This book is written and organized in a way that assumes you have some...
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Creating Flat Design WebsitesPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design and develop your own flat design websites in HTML with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn what flat design is and how you can create your own flat design projects
	
		Discover how to create flat designs without losing any functionality or ease of use.
	
		Learn how to develop...
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Handbook of Copper Pharmacology and ToxicologyHumana Press, 2002


	Copper (Cu), an essential trace element, is required for the survival of organisms

	ranging from bacteria to mammals. Because Cu ions can adopt distinct redox states (oxidized

	Cu[II] or reduced Cu[I]), they play a pivotal role in cell physiology as catalytic

	cofactors in the redox chemistry of enzymes involved in a broad spectrum of...
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Pro Android 2Apress, 2010

	The age of Web 2.0 smart mobile phones and handsets is here. First there was the BlackBerry, then there was the iPhone, and now … there’s Google, with its Android Mobile Software Development Kit (SDK) and platform, and its hardware partners in the Open Handset Alliance. Android works with the HTC G1 and G2 phones, the DROID, and...
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